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User modeling and profiling has been used to evaluate systems and predict user behaviors for a considerable time. Models and
profiles are generally constructed based on studies of users’ behavior patterns, cognitive characteristics, or demographic data and
provide an efficient way to present users’ preferences and interests. However, such modeling focuses on users’ interactions with a
system and cannot support complicated social interaction, which is the emerging focus of serious games, educational hypermedia
systems, experience, and service design. On the other hand, personas are used to portray and represent different groups and
types of users and help designers propose suitable solutions in iterative design processes. However, clear guidelines and research
approaches for developing useful personas for large-scale and complex social networks have not been well established. In this
research, we reflect on three different design studies related to social interaction, experience, and cross-platform service design to
discuss multiple ways of identifying both direct users and invisible users in design research. In addition, research methods and
attributes to portray users are discussed.

1. Introduction

Understanding target users is considered a basic step towards
developing good products and services. In traditional indus-
trial design, marketing, city planning, and environmental
design, a wide range of research methods, including sur-
veys, field studies, interviews, and focus groups, have been
used with the clear purpose of identifying target audi-
ences’ preferences and needs [1–4]. In system and software
development, usability evaluation and user-centered design
methods, such participatory design, contextual inquiry, or
ethnographic techniques, have also been well accepted and
applied to better understand end users’ knowledge back-
ground, behaviors, cognitive processes, and requirements
[5–7].

To support rapid IT development and iterative design
processes, it has become important to have clear images
and models to represent end users: ideally models which
can be reused and reapplied in the development of different
products and services [8]. In software engineering, user
modeling has focused on having an internal representation

of users, which includes information such as background
knowledge, preferences, and the ways that users interact
with systems [9–11]. This type of user modeling or profiling
can be used to design serious games, educational training,
and learning systems or to evaluate systems by simulating
different types of users [11–13]. Beyond traditional user
cognitive models, much work has extended the modeling
variables to cover users’ previous computing experiences,
personality traits, and background context for educational
applications [11, 14]. Hothi and Hall [15] have addressed
SaD (static and dynamic) user modeling, which focuses
on both static information such as gender and age, and
dynamic information such as diverse computing experiences
and personality. They considered that such dynamic user
data could be used to make a system dynamically adapt to
an individual user. Karampiperis and Sampson [14] have
highlighted two distinct submodels in adaptive educational
hypermedia development: a frequently updated model to
represent learners’ knowledge space and a static model
to represent learners’ cognitive characteristics and learning
preferences [11, 14, 16].
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With a purpose similar to that of user modeling, personas
have also been used to portray user types in serious games,
adaptive training systems, communication, and experience
design [17, 18]. The original concept of personas is to
create fictional characters to represent different user and
consumer types by describing their tastes, perceptions,
possible reactions, and attitudes towards a certain product,
service, or brand [18–20]. There are several significant
benefits to having personas in the design process, such as
providing all members of the development team a clear and
common image of the target audience, evaluating if design
solutions meet users’ needs, and enhancing practitioners
empathy on a certain type of user [18, 21]. For instance, Antle
[22] has argued that most successful products for children
are neither goal- nor task-oriented but meet specific needs of
children in a particular age range. She has highlighted that
child-personas of more experiential contexts can provide a
way to incorporate concepts from developmental psychology
into design and allow archetypical users to be presented
throughout the design process for technology-enhanced
educational systems [22–24]. To design roles and scenarios
for serious games and game-based adaptive training systems,
Raybourn [17] has also suggested using personas to guide the
design process and to help game designers and game writers
develop realistic or believable roles for players.

Although both user models and personas can offer
various benefits in different phases of iterative design, in-
cluding initial concept development, user testing, and
redesign cycles, there are several problems associated with
their application in complex designs of social interactions,
experiences, and services. First, user-modeling methodology
has been developed with a focus on human-computer
interaction and centers on task-oriented analysis of behavior
patterns, cognitive processes, and demographic data. The
approaches and modeling can reveal detailed information
about the ways that a user interacts with a system, but are
incapable of taking large-scale social contexts into account
[25–27]. Such modeling cannot account for subtle social
interactions and communication between people, which is
the emerging focus of serious games, adaptive hypermedia,
and learning networks [28, 29]. Secondly, the information
that a traditional persona offers is also limited to a few
attributes. Although a person’s sociocultural background and
economic status may be considered, detailed information
such as one’s relationships with communities, products,
and technologies, are generally absent. In addition, several
researchers have criticized persona development for lacking
scientific process and clear guidelines, which decrease the
method’s reliability and representability [30–33]. Both user
modeling and personas restrict their scope by overlooking
activity contexts; user modeling only focuses on direct
users of systems, and personas mainly represent target and
potential consumers, rather than capturing and revealing all
participants involved in the activities of interest.

Much work has shown that having social perspectives
and understanding nuanced social interaction will be the
most challenging but necessary topic in today’s experience
and social media design [4, 7, 17]. In addition, much
work has shown that enhancing social identity and applying

social influence can help practitioners and designers develop
systems for learning, behavior changing, and other social
purposes [28, 34, 35]. Furthermore, design strategies such as
applying CASA (Computer as Social Actor) in technology-
enhanced education also require a thorough understanding
of learners’ sociocultural backgrounds [36, 37].

This paper discusses current methods, approaches, and
frameworks applied in design research, including several
user-centered approaches, design frameworks, and models
developed for studying cultures. We highlight the strengths
and shortcomings of these methods when applied to capture
different levels of user information, from detailed interac-
tions to sociocultural backgrounds [3–5]. Examples from
user studies in three design projects are used to illustrate that
the different levels of information help identify user types
and build user portraits. In each case, multiple ethnograph-
ical techniques were applied, such as shadowing, in-depth
interviews, grounded theory [38, 39], work modeling [40],
and social activity modeling [4], to reveal the complicated
involvement of different types of participants in social
activities and product usage.

We reflect on the three case studies to recommend suit-
able user study methods for supporting large-scale services,
adaptive systems, and development of serious games, as well
as necessary information to gather when portraying users.
By understanding participants’ relationships and roles within
a broader context, we also derive insights for identifying
invisible users and potential users and the importance of
understanding different users’ motives and concerns.

2. Methods and Frameworks

Emerging areas of interest in IT development, such as
serious games, adaptive systems, and experience design, are
concerned with large complex communities and diverse
generations. Large-scale services such as e-government and
social media inevitably have to support people’s social
activities in the coming future. According to the central
concept of ethnomethodology, people are intelligent and
creative, and with ad hoc practices, they can apply their
knowledge across domains and act in different contexts [41,
42]. It is the methods used by people to apply knowledge
and their values and attitudes, which matter and can help
scholars to predict further actions, reactions, and acceptance
towards a certain system or service. Instead of looking into
what people actually perform, understanding background
motives is essential for developing more adaptive and flexible
systems and services for greater social purposes in the
future.

2.1. Models for Social and Cultural Studies. In social science,
the strategies to study a culture include traditional anthro-
pological approaches, such as participant observations with
long-term involvement of the fields and interpretative
approaches, in which researchers collect, conceptualize, and
induce the concepts through diverse methods. For years,
numerous discussions and debates have been held about
ways to generate more solid and scientific results while
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applying these methods and approaches. Many researchers
have focused on measurements and standards for improving
the validity and reliability of qualitative research [43–45].
For instance, Glaser and Strauss [38] developed a grounded
theory in which researchers analyze data and generate a
theory repeatedly until they can thoroughly explain and
describe the phenomenon. In this iterative process, Strauss
placed emphasis on improving reliability and validation
criteria in a systematic way [38, 39, 46]. However, in IT
and product design practices, while designers and developers
apply qualitative approaches, they tend to analyze the
situations by using models as guidelines and check lists, and
the research results generally only support short-term and
inner group usages and have no impact on further related
studies.

Applying the above-mentioned positivist or interpretivist
approaches to gain knowledge about society and culture is
very time consuming and requires experienced researchers
to collect and analyze raw data. Therefore, to reduce the cost
and to gain insights more efficiently, there are numerous
theoretical frameworks and models developed in different
domains. For instance, since the 1980s, researchers in man-
agement and leadership have discussed numerous models
for understanding organizational cultures [47–51]. Most of
these works have the same purpose, either to optimize the
organizational process or to reduce internal conflicts within
organizations.

In the fields of management and leadership, many schol-
ars have taken similar approaches to identify cultures—firstly
recognizing a culture’s representative characteristics and then
categorizing them into types. These researchers generally
take an organizational point of view and focus on structures,
power distribution, and divisions of labor [48, 52, 53]. The
earliest work is Harrison’s organization ideologies, in which
there are four types of cultures highlighted by their typical
features [52, 54]. This classification refers to power-, role-,
task-, and person-oriented cultures, respectively, standing
for centralized power, hierarchical structure, team support,
and individual achievement [52, 55, 56]. Harrison’s work
has had a great impact on later studies of organizational
culture, in which the power distribution and organizational
formalization have become the basic criteria to locate a
culture [52]. Furthermore, the ways that an organization or
a community responds to outside influence and different
situations, the flexibility and stability of organizational
structures, and the forms of attention have also been widely
discussed [48, 53, 57].

In contrast to categorizing cultures into types, many
scholars focus on finding cultural concepts and patterns
for intercultural studies. The earliest works are Hall’s
books, in which he identified two dimensions of culture,
including the high- and low-context communication and
polychromic versus monochromic time orientation [58,
59]. The high-low context concept is used to characterize
information transaction and interpersonal communication
in cultures, and the second concept is concerned with
the way in which people structure their time, tasks, and
schedules. Moreover, to deal with cross-national issues in
the functioning of organizations, Hofstede [60] indicated

the differences between studying national cultures and orga-
nizational cultures where national cultures differ primarily
in their values, but organizational cultures turn out to
differ mainly in their practices. He identified six different
dimensions of organizational cultures and claimed five other
national cultural dimensions, including power distance,
uncertainty avoidance, individualism versus collectivism,
masculinity versus femininity, and long- versus short-term
orientation [60, 61]. For understanding cultural diversity
in global business, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner [62]
also developed a model of culture with seven dimensions,
including universalism versus particularism, individualism
versus collectivism, neutral versus emotional, and specific
versus diffuse.

Instead of classifying existent international or organi-
zational cultures into types, some researchers have focused
on developing models for analyzing and understanding
the culture of a particular group or organization. For
instance, Schein [63] identified three fundamental levels at
which culture manifests itself: observable artifacts, values,
and basic underlying assumptions. Here, artifacts refer to
physical layouts, manners, atmosphere, and phenomena that
people can directly feel and observe, and values refer to
members’ norms, ideologies, and philosophies. The basic
assumptions are those taken-for-granted, underlying and
usually unconscious aspects that people have and share
within groups, and they normally can determine people’s
perceptions, thought processes, and behaviors [63, 64].
Closely resembling Schein’s three levels, Hofstede placed four
manifestations of cultures at different levels of depth, namely
symbols, heroes, rituals, and values [57, 60]. Rousseau [49]
also detailed the nature of the cultural construct and its the-
oretical roots and layered these cultural elements according
to subjectivity and accessibility. His five layers of culture,
from outside in, are artifacts, patterns of behavior, behavioral
norms, values, and unconscious fundamental assumptions.
This type of layered cultural model also appears in many
other researchers’ works, in which basic assumptions and
values are generally placed at the core layer(s), and then are
encircled by beliefs, attitudes, rituals, behaviors, and then
artifacts [65, 66].

There is one extreme example of the ambitious objective
to combine all aforementioned concepts into one single
model. Considering cultural impact on the implementa-
tion of enterprise resource planning (ERP), Krumbholz
and Maiden [67] developed a metaschema for model-
ing culture. They integrated the surface and the deeper
manifestations of culture into common business concepts
such as processes, events, and information flows, and then
developed a systematic framework to analyze culture for
further explanation, prediction, and replanning of different
corporate and national cultures. Their framework is based
on Schein’s three levels of culture and a wide range of
social aspects (e.g., group norms, formal philosophy, and
linguistic paradigms). Influenced by globalization trends
and comparative studies, they also included Hofstede’s and
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s cultural dimensions
in their work [16, 50, 62]. This enormous framework has
more than twenty components in three main categories.
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The first category covers common elements in business
processes, such as agent, role, responsibility, and goal. The
second category describes the core levels of culture, including
hidden assumptions, beliefs, and values. The last category
focuses on characteristics such as customs, symbols, and
environments. Krumbholz and Maiden tried to cover all the
important elements discussed in cultural studies. However,
there are many unclear definitions and assumptions in this
metaschema. For instance, social interaction is a significant
component of the model, which influences and reflects one’s
beliefs and represents the types and ways people interact
with each other. However, their work does not detail how
to explain relationships between social actions, values, and
beliefs nor does it suggest methodology to gain such an
understanding.

The models of cultural types provide several ways to
identify national or organizational cultures and have indi-
cated the significant relationships between power structure
and personal behaviors [48, 52–54]. However, there are two
major reasons why it is difficult to apply these models directly
as research frameworks in other domains. Firstly, the limited
cultural types oversimplify the sociocultural issues and avoid
the level of depth in cultural significance. In management
and leadership cases, the classification approach provides a
simple and quick way to identify the cultural characteristics,
but due to a lack of clear essential definitions, these
models are incapable of revealing the subtle relationships
and influences between the cultural components. Second,
most human behaviors, especially social activities, do not
have a clear objective and can be analyzed into steps
and processes. With a strong management and leadership
purpose, these models purely focus on work processes
and the ways that people achieve their goals and seldom
take individuals’ motives, attitudes, and perspectives into
account. The similar tendency of work and goal orientation
appealed in Hofstede’s global-scale survey [60, 61], which he
conducted to evaluate the work values of a specific company.
Although Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner [62] discussed
personal attitudes towards both leisure and work situations,
their results related to underlying assumptions and values
were very limited. Krumbholz and Maiden [67] have tried
to combine both social science theories and psychological
concepts into their metaschema, but their interview results
did not reflect the richness and interaction among these
cultural levels and components. In addition, the numerous
components involved in different perspectives are all com-
pressed into a single model, which makes this metaschema
difficult to use as a research framework or as a format for
representing the final output of the research.

In social interaction and experience design, issues which
are related to individual attitudes and values can often be
traced back to and better understood in the light of social
norms or culture. However, studies of how society and
culture act as constraints for design have very different goals
than traditional broad studies of culture itself. They also
differ from the above-mentioned models and measurements
of culture which focus purely on work and whose purposes
are either to enhance organizational performance or to
improve management and leadership. Due to their strong

task-orientation, the methodologies proposed for these stud-
ies focus on practical and behavioral views, environments,
and symbols. They overlook several cultural aspects which
are important in socially motivated interactions between
people, technology, and services, such as people’s motives for
actions and their emotional needs.

2.2. Frameworks for Understanding Users and Usage Contexts.
In the past decades, design research of information and
system development has focused on interactions between
humans and machines. Based on the introduction of
cognitive psychology, most studies have concentrated on
mental processes and information flows, with the scope
being achieving a task or solving a problem. Taking an
example of Donald Norman’s seven stages of action, which
have had a lasting impact on usability engineering and
industrial design, the analysis of human action is concerned
with a loop of forming the goal, forming the intention,
specifying an action, executing the action, perceiving the
state of the world, interpreting the state of the world,
and evaluating the outcome [68]. Comparing these types
of mental models with microsociological theories (e.g.,
symbolic interactionism and dramaturgy), they all focus on
the interaction between individuals and environments and
discuss how people perceive and interpret the outside signals,
symbols and then take an action [69].

The scope of design research in technology development
expanded during the 1990s from task analysis to more
complex activity analysis. For understanding larger-scale
usage contexts and supporting user experience design, many
ethnographical research methods were introduced in design
practices, such as interviews and long-term involvement
observations [70–72]. In addition, to speed up design cycles,
many analytic frameworks and models were introduced and
developed to make user research more efficient, cheaper,
and deeper. These frameworks, such as AEIOU (activity,
environment, interaction, object, and user), POEMS (people,
objects, environments, message, and services), Ax4 (atmo-
sphere, actors, activities, and artifacts), activity theory, and
contextual design methodology, have been discussed and
applied in various domains with great success [40, 70, 73–
75]. Most of the frameworks provide clear guidelines and
dimensions for investigating the entire activity context,
including practical behaviors and actions, related objects and
environment settings, and information content, as well as
taking into account relationships among people.

Among these research frameworks, contextual design
methodology [40] and activity theory have their specific
advantages for both system development and other design
practices. Contextual design methodology was developed
based on research techniques of ethnography and was influ-
enced by the development of participatory design techniques
in the 1980s and 1990s. It has a special purpose to help
researchers and designers identify domain problems in rapid
design cycles, especially for software and hardware redesign
and usability evaluation. To help researchers and designers
convey their domain knowledge, thoughts, and ideas, Beyer
and Holtzblatt [40] developed five work models as a tangible
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representation for issues in different dimensions, including
the flow model, cultural model, sequence model, artifact
model, and physical model. Furthermore, for developing
a successful system, which can “fit with the customer’s
culture, make conforming to policy easy and reduce friction
and irritation in the workplace,” Beyer and Holtzblatt [40]
addressed the importance of understanding organizational
culture. Their cultural model highlights cultural influences
among individuals, groups, and the organization and also
helps researchers identify invisible power, preferences, values,
and emotions. Although the cultural model concentrates on
representing organizational culture, it still shows individuals’
opinions and attitudes to some extent.

Activity theory, with its roots in the 1930s Soviet cultural-
historical psychology, was introduced and adapted into HCI
and CSCW as a lens in ethnographic research [73, 76, 77].
To understand the mental capability of a single individual,
activity theory considers a “goal-directed” activity as the
unit of analysis and provides an analytical framework to
describe activities with three hierarchical constructs: subject,
object, and tool. In the theory, activities are described by
how a single individual (subject) achieves a goal (object)
through tools, and using tools reveals the details of both
physical interactions and mental processes. Under this
framework, a complex activity can be broken down into
action or operation levels and can be analyzed from both
behavioral and psychological viewpoints. To deal with multi-
user systems and collaborative work, Engeström [73, 78]
later proposed an extended schema for activity theory with
additional constructs of community (people who share the
same goal), rules, and division of labor. Engeström’s schema
makes activity theory very useful in groupware and social
media design [79, 80].

With a strong intention to bridge the gap between sub-
jective-to-objective and macro-to-micro concerns in design
study, MultiLevel Social Activity Model (MLSAM) was
proposed by Huang and Deng [4, 81]. There are two basic
arguments behind the concepts. First, they argued that social
behaviors are deeply localized and historical on the account
of cultural background. They showed that the traditional
customs perform a social function by creating cohesiveness
in families and by offering a habitual practice that can be
passed on from one generation to another. The social activity
not only reflects norms and common values of the society,
but also presents various inherent characteristics of the
cultural context. Secondly, they argued that people have great
agency and creativity to fulfill needs and achieve purposes
in a variety of ways. Traditional field observations and user
studies, which focus on a limited scope and settings, can
only reveal partial results of how people perform to achieve
their goals. Hence, their model emphasizes the necessity to
identify people’s motives and attitudes, which comparing to
actual actions, are more permanent and static, and could
be considered in further design for different platforms and
services.

From an integrated sociological viewpoint, individuals’
behaviors are not only encouraged, but also constrained
by norms, religions, and sociocultural backgrounds. To
well support hypermedia and adaptive systems for social

purposes in the future, design research needs to extend from
traditional usability evaluation and task-oriented studies to
a larger-scale sociocultural scope. Therefore, an in-depth
research approach is needed to answer to the complexity of
social interactions. The following section presents three case
studies of applying both contextual design [40] and mul-
tilevel social activity model [4, 81] in design practices and
shows the benefits of applying multiple research methods to
portray users.

3. Design Studies

To better support product and service design in the future,
we applied multiple user study methods to uncover the
complexity of participants’ perspectives, interactions, and
attitudes within different types of activities: a traditional
ritual of a Taiwanese tea ceremony, Taiwanese teenagers’
social activities, and technology use, and sports watching
in Southern Europe. The first study is selected to show
how well-accepted software design methods can be used
together with the multilevel social activity model [4, 81],
to capture more user information within a social event, a
cultural tradition. The second case study is selected to discuss
if this integrated approach can also be applied to investigate
a complex physical and virtual social context. The third case
study is a service design, in which the same approach is
applied to identify different user types and help designers and
practitioners make design decisions on developing adaptive
and cross-platform systems. Contrary to what is common in
traditional IT development, we identify different user types
by using both the contextual design flow model [40] and the
multilevel social activity model [4], to highlight participants’
roles, relationships, motives, and sociocultural background.

3.1. A Traditional Social Ritual. The first case is a study
of traditional tea ceremonies in Taiwan. These ceremonies
have deep cultural roots and also contain complex forms
of social interaction, which are typically ignored in most IT
development and for which established research methodol-
ogy is lacking [4]. We reflect on this case study because of
its rich sociocultural backgrounds, which represent a good
example to show complex social relationships and different
user motives within an activity.

In this case study, we applied multiple user experience
research methods, which include observations [3], contex-
tual design work modeling [40], social activity modeling [4,
81], and in-depth interviews with grounded theory analysis
[38, 39], to reveal different aspects of personal perceptions
toward the overall sociocultural context of Taiwan’s tea
ceremony. In order to identify the value of the tea ceremony
to participants from different generations, three subjects of
different ages were recruited, together with their regular tea
ceremony groups. The three subjects were all experts of tea
ceremonies. The first subject was a forty-year-old parent
with a twenty-year experience of tea ceremonies. The second
subject was a retired senior citizen, with a seventeen-year
experience and with an interest in learning techniques and
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knowledge of brewing tea from magazines and other con-
noisseurs. The third subject was a female graduate student,
with a fourteen-year experience of tea ceremonies and with
familiarity of the Internet and associated technologies. Each
had taken part in tea ceremonies at least once per week in
recent months. To observe the detailed social interaction
within the activity, their family members and friends, who
are regular members of the ceremonies, were also invited
to participate in the sessions of observations and contextual
inquiries. In total, we had ten participants.

The flow model in Figure 1(a) represents the different
roles in the ceremony and their interactions. On the basis
of the in-depth interviews and contextual inquiries, this
flow model has been extended to portray all groups who
directly or indirectly engage in a ceremony. Direct partici-
pants are the host (tea server), family members, and other
friends, while indirect participants include hobbyists, tea
sellers, tea producers (farmers in direct marketing), and tea
connoisseurs. Although indirect participants do not actually
attend ceremonies, they significantly impact the act through
their close ties to the host. According to the study, the host
of a ceremony is most likely a person of the middle-aged
generation or the head of household. This person tends to
actively exchange information and sentiments with other
hobbyists and tea sellers, as well as seek out information from
books, magazines, and newspapers.

While the flow model captures roles and interactions,
the multilevel social activity model further reveals how
participants’ underlying motives and attitudes toward tea
ceremony differ between generations. It also shows that
attitudes and resulting behaviors are all strongly rooted in
a cultural context. Both the younger generation and the
elderly/middle-age generations (both groups in Figure 1(b))
are direct participants in tea ceremonies (marked in orange
in Figure 1(a)). However, a comparison of the two models
reveal that although the younger generation is interested in
tea ceremonies and has inherited tea-drinking habits from
their families, they are generally not consumers of the tea
industry. They have neither contacted any other participants
(i.e., tea sellers and tea farmers in direct marketing), nor do
they receive information through magazines or newspapers.
Instead, their primary sources of information about tea
ceremonies are parents or grandparents.

The multilevel social activity model identifies different
user groups by their attitudes towards activities and motives
for participation. In addition to people’s direct and imme-
diate requirements, we consider that there are many hidden
reasons for people to engage in a social activity that may be
overlooked by methodologies that do not go deep enough.
For instance, the social activity model reveals that the elderly
have positive attitudes toward tea ceremonies potentially
reflecting the awareness of Westernization, while the younger
generation is more attracted by the health benefits associated
with drinking tea.

An understanding of differences in user groups’ cultural
backgrounds and underlying motives can help designers
make better decisions, in particular in design for social
activities and communication. For instance, knowledge of
cultural features, for example, pouring a cup of tea to convey

esteem and respect during a tea ceremony, can further lead
to more accurate portraits of users and better predictions of
user behaviors. However, it is difficult to gain this knowledge
using only activity- and usage-centered design methods.
Instead, the case studies indicate that the knowledge can be
gained from a historical and broader-context approach.

3.2. Virtual and Physical Social Networks. Crazy Vote was a
social website in Taiwan that provided users with personal
web space, such as weblogs and a message board. Due to its
unique interface and features for voting on users’ portraits, it
became the biggest social website for Taiwanese teenagers in
2008, with more than 20,000 users of ages 15 to 19. To guide
future application development, the company supported a
two-month research project to fully understand their users’
online activities and expectations of social media [82]. In the
study, seven highly active users, who have their own fan clubs
and hold social events, and two regular users, participated in
both in-depth interviews and contextual inquiries, and the
online logs of another 40 highly active users and 40 regular
users were sampled at random to understand behavioral
patterns in the platform. All qualitative data were analyzed
by following grounded theory with Nvivo [83, 84]. At the
same time, contextual design work models and the multilevel
social activity model (MLSAM) were used as design research
guidelines to capture information and present results [82].

By extending the research scope with both contextual
inquires and in-depth interviews, the study shows that
teenagers’ common processes of making friends are complex,
but flexible. In addition, the boundary between online
social interaction and actual relationships is very blurred to
Taiwanese teenaged online users. Their reason for making
new friends on the Internet is simply to expand their
interpersonal relationships in the real world. For instance,
the interviewees mentioned that they preferred to make
friends who live nearby to increase chances of meeting
up in person, as society does not encourage teenagers
to travel alone. Social issues that are associated with
meeting online friends also make teenagers form unique
networks to ensure that all members are using their real
identities and to later develop real-life confidence in each
other.

As shown in Figure 2, the multilevel social activity
model also helped us identify three different user types
among the website users. First, activity promoters, who were
extremely confident and familiar with most social norms and
manners on social media, voluntarily held gathering events,
established clubs and recruited other users to join their own
clubs. Second, followers were willing to participate in social
events but had less interest to be a group leader or to organize
activities. Third and finally, self-oriented users made up 90%
of the user base, and their activities on the platform were
more self-oriented, such as maintaining and updating blogs
and photo albums. They seldom visited others’ blogs or left
messages to others. According to the in-depth interviews,
we found that most self-oriented users were either introvert
or lacked experience of interaction with unfamiliar people
on the Internet. Therefore, we further separated these three
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People who actually participate in tea ceremonies

People who are involved in tea ceremonies

Friends/relatives
(nontea drinking)

- Have tea snacks/cakes
- Chat with others

Friends/relatives
- Taste tea  - Chat
- Have tea snacks/cakes
- Help to clean teaware after

the ceremony

Colleagues/
business parterners 

- Taste tea
- Have tea snacks/cakes
- Talk about business

Fellow tea drinkers and
other hobbyists

- Taste tea
- Exchange information
- Recommend teas

Tea producer
(tea farmer)

- Introduce new types of tea
- Record customers’  preferences
- Provide and send samples
- Sell tea

Tea sellers
(teahouse/tea shop)

- Introduce tea ceremony
- Introduce different types of tea
- Provide tea ceremony service

- Make/serve tea

- Keep and trigger good memories

- As inheritable properties

Books, magazines, and newspaper
- Provide (medical) information 

of tea drinking
- Introduce tea ceremony

Host

(tea server)
- Introduce tea ceremony
- Make tea repeatedly
- Serve tea repeatedly
- Introduce and taste tea

Connoisseurs
(ceremony experts)

- Introduce tea ceremony
- Guide how to make tea

Categories

Teacups

Teaware

Tea leaves
Tea leaves

Teaware

Tea leaves

Teacups,

Tea snacks

Teacups,
snacks

Teaware

Tea leaves

Overemphasis on trad-
itional ceremony process

Introduce tea art

Exchange 
information

Collect teaware/
use it situatedly

Provide 
information

Serve tea

Help to clean up serving items
after tea ceremony 

The elderly and children cannot
drink too much tea due to caffeine

Serve tea

Inherit

Feel annoyed to
clean up teaware

Difficult to recognize
each other’s teacup

Chat/discuss
the taste of tea

Introduce 
tea ceremonies

Ask for portability
and convenience

Have business talk

Send samples/
deliver orders

Return samples/
order more teas.

Provide categories 

Share collection
Serve tea

Exchange 
informationServe tea or provide

tea ceremony place

Sell teaware/teas

Customers feel stress of
their promotion

Provide tea leaves

It is not easy to find useful
and practical information

Teaware

of gatherings 

Tea leaves

snacks

Teacups,
snacks

(a) The flow model of tea ceremonies

Younger

generation

Elderly and 

middle-aged

- Teaware 
- Activity places:

living room, balcony, 
Artifacts and environments with traditional Chinese 
features provide a comfortable ceremony context.

Teaware
usage

Serve tea and chat

Attitudes
- Work-life balance 
- Awareness of increasing Westernization
- Zen Buddism/philosophic Taoism

Motives
- Have a balanced lifestyle
- Have physical and mental health
- Maintain social relationships
- Increase business contacts

Motives
- Have mental relaxation
- Enjoy family gathering
- Improve brewing tea skills
- Heritage family tradition

Attitudes
- Enhancing social relationships

Influence

Influence

 Sociocultural context
- Popular lifestyle in Taiwan
- Significant traditional customs
- Chinese social values
- Philosophy of Zen/Taoism

Tea ceremonies enhance the sense of 
belonging of family members

Convey esteem and respect during a tea 
ceremony with Chinese traditional manners. 

Family tradition heritage

People who are direct consumers of teas and teaware

People who participate in tea ceremonies, but not consumers

teahouse, park, etc.

(b) The multilevel social activity model of tea ceremonies

Figure 1: Different user types in tea ceremonies.
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Teenagers who are active users and willingly participate in both virtual and face-to-face social activities
Teenagers whose online activity are more self-oriented, such as maintaining personal blogs and photo albums

Activity
promoter

Social-oriented
followers

Self-oriented
users

- Real-time communication platforms
Messengers, mobile phones, etc.

- Nonimmediate media
Blogs, BBS, guest books, mail, etc.

- Face-to-face social activity context
Park, shopping center, amusement 

Attitudes
- Having more friends can make one’s life more

- It is not safe to arrange to meet an internet

Motives
- Expand social relationships.
- Enrich life experiences.
- Enhance online social interactions.
- Establish safer friend-making networks.
- Arrange real social gatherings in safer

Attitudes
- Having more friends can make one’s life

- Exploring one’s interests is positively 

Motives
- Expand social relationships.
- Enrich life experiences.
- Enjoy real social gatherings.

Motives
- Make online friends.
- Share personal interests.
- Be popular on social media.

Sociocultural context
- Cultural positive values of having more friends.
- Manners and norms of social interaction
- Encouragements of displaying one’s advantages.
- Increasing popularity of technologies.
- Ecnomic dependence of teenagers.

Chat/text
online

Attitudes
- Being popular proves one’s importance among friends.
- Self-presentation is encouraged to show one’s confidence.

Influence online behaviors and 
participation of gatherings.

Society encourages teenagers to be extroverted,
share opinions, and display their advantages

Society ecomonics and emerging 
issues influence teenagers’ activity 
contexts and the use of technologies.

Cultural values influence the considerations of making more friends.

Social gatherings increase 
the sense of belonging and 
satisfy participants’
emotional needs.

Physical and online
gathering

Cultural manners and social norms 
guide teenagers’ online behaviors.

Popularity of technologies influences 
teenagers’ capability of using social media.

place, etc.

friend alone.

 colorful.

more colorful.

encouraged.

ways.

Figure 2: Diverse user types of social media.

type users, activity promoters, social-oriented followers, and
self-oriented users, into to two groups, in which the first
group users are more social-oriented (marked in orange in
Figure 2) and the second group users are more self-oriented
(marked in blue in Figure 2).

Some teen users had a common and well-defined
procedure for making friends successfully and efficiently
in the Crazy Vote platform, and most users in the social-
oriented group were aware of and applied this process. First,
nonverbal introductions would take place through the voting
system or by sending emoticons to others. Communication
would then be initiated by leaving a private message or
by visiting and leaving public comments on each other’s
blogs. People who share similar interests and habits may
then exchange other online contact information, such as
MSN Messenger or Yahoo! Messenger accounts, and start
communicating electronically outside of the Crazy Vote
platform. In the end, these online friends may end up talking
on mobile phones and meeting up face-to-face.

Rapid expansion of information and communication
technology has made young people comfortable with using
a wide range of communication platforms. Although taking
place in an online environment, the observed process
among Taiwanese teenagers for making friends is natural,

mature and matches traditional Taiwanese social norms. For
instance, the initial use of nonverbal emoticons and “likes”
to make others aware of their presence was described in
the interviews as a type of “reserved” introduction, similar
to a head nod or eye gaze. Young users considered it too
aggressive and impolite to suddenly show up and introduce
themselves in front of strangers. However, according to both
interviews and online tracing, users in the self-oriented
group were unaware of this process and fell back on expand-
ing their presentation of themselves in the system. Although
both socially and self-oriented users initially shared the
common goal of making new friends through the Crazy
Vote website, the self-oriented users perceived a difficulty to
initiate communication and greet strangers in proper ways,
which later caused them to focus on their own blogs.

This study illustrates how more in-depth user research
can lead to detailed interaction issues as well as an under-
standing of sociocultural contexts and their influences on
users’ motives and behaviors. Such knowledge can also
be applied and reused in many different design projects.
In addition, understanding users’ expectations and abilities
helps development teams make better decisions and predict
user engagement. For instance, the social-oriented group’s
capabilities and successful strategies of making friends can
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be applied in social media design to help and guide the other
types of users. However, current design research generally
focuses on a single platform or a particular environment,
which narrows down the research scope and overlooks
people’s great ability to manipulate different resources to
achieve their goals.

3.3. Large-Scale Services and Cross-Platform Experiences.
The third case study investigates people’s sport watching
experiences in Portugal. The design process began with
interviews and observations of 20 active sports fans and
people who had participated regularly in football watching
activities, followed by modeling according to MLSAM [4]
and contextual design [40] to understand their experiences,
motives, and behaviors in sports watching. On the basis of
the models, three personas and 30 different design concepts
were then generated in a workshop, and 15 subjects were
asked to do card sorting to rank the design concepts. In the
design phase, several user experience and service design tech-
niques were applied to define the details of the service system,
including scenarios and storyboards, customer journey, use-
case analysis, and service design blueprint [3, 17, 85, 86].
To gain overall feedback and to improve the systems, formal
usability evaluation was conducted with five active football
fans, by following collaborative usability inspection, rapid
iterative testing, and evaluation and single-subject testing
[87, 88].

The flow model in Figure 3(a) shows that football fans
use laptops and other high-tech devices to enhance their
football watching experience at home. Examples include
accessing high quality streaming, using a projector, receiving
statistical information from websites, and discussing referees
and penalties with friends on the Internet. People watching
the game at home do so either together with family members
or with close friends. Figure 3(b) shows that a football
watching activity in a sports bar involves several different
types of people in addition to the football fans. This includes
peddlers who sell team scarves and jerseys to sport bar
customers, the staff, and owner of the bar, and the fans’
friends, who despite not being present in the bar interact with
bar customers through digital devices.

The multilevel social activity model (Figure 4) distin-
guishes several types of people by their different motives for
participating in sport watching. Primary supporters enjoy
watching games, with strong interests in details of the game
and high-quality game play. Potential supporters consider
football watching primarily as a social activity and their
motives for participation are generally derived from primary
supporters’ interest (e.g., most of our male interviewees
mentioned that their girlfriends, wives, and children try to
understand the game rules so that they can be more involved
in discussions of details together during the game). The other
user types, such as bar owners and environment providers,
participate in the events because of expectations of business
opportunities.

Using the users types identified in the multilevel social
activity model, we marked the primary supporters (football
fans and community) in orange in Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

Entertainment and media companies have traditionally
always targeted their products purely towards primary sup-
porters. Groups marked in blue are not primarily attending
the gathering to watch the game, but their greater interest
in social interaction nonetheless makes them potential cus-
tomers of a service. Although they are not the active sports
fans, it is possible to include these groups as stakeholders
in current or future service design processes to develop
better services of greater scope. For instance, bar owners can
be clients of media companies, if a service design aims to
provide a social entertainment space with complete sport
channels and other facilities.

Due to resource and time limitations in this academic
project, only primary supporters were selected for the
continued development. On the basis of the research find-
ings, two personas were developed who, while both being
primary supporters, have very different expectations of the
IT product used. As shown in Figure 5, two user portraits
were introduced to the development team in the session of
brainstorming and decision-making. All project participants
and sponsors agreed that the two user portraits were very
representative of typical football fans in Portugal. The further
customer activity journey, service architecture, scenario, and
storyboard were also developed according to our personas’
motives, usage of technology, and lifestyles.

Having a clear image of two user types also helped
designers and engineers generate correct use cases [89] and
prioritize important features in the later stages of prototyp-
ing and system development. For instance, the development
team discussed different use cases and designed detailed
interaction based on service design blueprints, which require
correct selections of platforms (channels) for a certain
type of users. During implementation, we noticed that
our user portraits helped the development team focus on
supporting the primary usage situations and helped reduce
the complexity and conflicts while supporting cross-platform
interactions. Moreover, the two user portraits were also used
to plan the usability evaluation and to discuss our service
values in user test sessions [87, 88].

4. Static and Dynamic User Portraits

In this section, we reflect on the three case studies and
argue that two types of user information, the dynamic and
static attributes, should be captured and included in design
research. The suitable methods and techniques to capture
this information will also be discussed.

4.1. Dynamic User Information. The cases indicate that there
are two types of information that have not been highlighted
in general user modeling, profiling, or persona description,
yet are important for identifying potential users and pre-
dicting their behaviors. The first type of user information is
dynamic attributes, such as knowledge space [14, 16], age,
lifestyles, and IT consumption. The second type is perma-
nent information, such as attitudes, preferences, customs,
and appropriate behaviors.
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Primary supporters

- Arrange the environment (e.g., projector)
- Chat (e.g., strategies, status, and referees)
- Search further match information

- Control the TV channel 
- Watch the game

(potential supporters)
- Celebrate with primary supporters
- Chat (e.g., referee’s decisions) 
- Look for information about the match

- Watch the game - Drink/eat 

Friends/relatives

Friends/relatives
(not interested in sports watching)

- Watch the game but can’t follow the match
 - Chat (casual talk, unrelated to sports) 
 - Serve drinks/foods (during the match)  

(not present)
- Concern about the match

(at home/bars/stadium)

Other fans
(online community)
- Watch the game
- Chat on the Internet

Laptop
- Browse social website (e.g., FB and twitter)  
- Watch through online live-streams 
- Work (if the match is not exciting)  
- Browse websites for match statistics
(e.g., correct passing percentage, heat maps, 
starter lists, and real-time standing)

TV
- News (e.g., schedule and 

- Summary of the game
- Match

- Celebrate on social platform
- Share pictures/video clips
- Share comments/opinions 
- Leave FB message, tweets

- Can’t choose commentators
or commentary language

- Repeated news (e.g., same news,
interviews)

Watch the match

Discuss something
unrelated to the game

Snacks, drinks

Explain the strategy and line-up

Pen and paper

Gain information

Watch live-stream - Laptop-projector setting 
- Synchronizing problem 
- Can’t choose commentator
- Can’t change the commentary language
- News (tedious interviews)

Discuss the match (penalties, referee
decisions, strategies, player performance)

Internet

Internet

Tweet or leave
FB message

Using the internet drains a 
mobile phones battery

Use SMS while 
supported team scores

Take pictures (TV screen, bar
stadium) and upload to FB

Discuss where to watch the 
game before the match

Mobile phone

Celebrate 
together

season/current performance

Complain that some people 
fall asleep during the match

Ask about the current situation
and the score after waking up

Want to change the
TV channels

Watch the match

Mobile phone

Celebrate together

People who are considered as primary users/consumers of most sports related services
People who participate in sport watching, but not fully concentrate on the game

Friends/relatives

Discuss own team s

weather)

- Celebrate 

(a) The flow model of football watching at home

People who are considered as primary users/consumers of most sports related services
People who participate in sport watching, but not fully concentrate on the game

Fans
(other soccer supporters)

- Walk around (while the game 
becomes too exciting)

- Watch the game 
- Drink/eat/smoke

Primary supporters
- Watch the game

 - Order foods/drinks

Peddler
- Sell memorabilia (e.g., scarves and socks) 

- Sell merchandise (e.g., vuvuzela)

Bar staff

- Keep the environment clean
- Deal with orders/bills
- Talk with adept customers
- Serve drinks/foods

- Control TV channels  

(not interested in the match)
- Order foods/drinks 
- Drink/eat/smoke

- Chat

Mobile phone
- Check the summary of the match
- Check scores
- Receive message from some apps

(if a certain team scores)

(not present)
- Concern about the match
(at home/bars/the stadium)

Discuss the match (e.g., penalty, referee
decisions, strategies, players’ performance)

Can’t use TV remote control 

TV
- News (e.g., interviews)
- Match

Mobile phone

Block customers’ vision and
interrupt the game watching

Serve foods and
clean up the table

Ask questions about the
current situation, referee’s 
decision and the score, etc.

Discuss strategies

Celebrate
together

Check scores and standings

Watch the match

Try to sell stuff

Discussed supported
teams/players

- People may move to another table
to join a group who supports the
same team

- Jersey/scarf is a clear social identity
to declare which team one supports

Send/receive messages/calls and celebrate
while the team scores or after the team wins

Drinks Chat with adept customers 
(if they come to the bar alone)

Celebrate together

Buy drinks

Be annoying, interrupt
people watching the game 

Watch the match

Block customers’ vision and
interrupt their game watching

Remote control

Control TV channel/adjust
volume and screen ratio

- Not sure which apps to download and aware
of their poor UIs or bugs 

- Apps show the new score before it plays on TV 
- Can’t get online if the bar doesn’t provides wifi

- Drink/eat/smoke

- Chat 

Friends/relativesFriends/relatives

Snacks, drinks

(b) The flow model of football watching at bars

Figure 3: The flow models of sport watching.

The importance of the first type of information emerged
from both the case studies of tea ceremonies and of teenagers’
social activities. As shown in Figure 1, tea ceremonies are a
typical type of traditional social activity that enhances the
sense of belonging of family members, and which is passed

on from one generation to another. However, from mar-
keting and usage-centered viewpoints, the youth involved
in the ceremony are neither consumers nor end users. Due
to differences in media usage, they generally receive no
information from tea producers or direct-marketing farmers
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Primary
supporters

Potential
supporters

Social-oriented
participants

Football fan
community

- Cheer for teams/players and live up the atmosphere. 
- Have specific activities, e.g., audience wave and party.
- Share opinions online or in public space, e.g., bar.

Environment
provider

- Chat
- Football fans sometimes need to 
  explain rules to portential 
  supporters during the games.

Serve drinks, snacks and provide environments.

Motives
- Understand others’ interests
- Have chat topics
- Take part in a social gathering

Motives
- Enjoy exciting competition
- Release work stress
- Care about the performance of favorite teams/players
- Meet more football fans

Motives
- Satisfy customers 
- Attract more customers
- Participate in/share experience

Motives
- Be involved in the lively atmosphere 
- Enjoy social gathering
- Get conversation topics 
- Care about family members/friends’ interests

Football fans sometimes feel annoyed, since the other 
participants do not actually pay attention to the competition.

People who are considered as primary users/consumers of most sports related services
People who are considered as the potential users of our football watching service

Figure 4: The multilevel social activity model of sport watching.

Service designMultilevel 
social activity modeling

Activity journey map
Pilot study

Contextual 
inquiry

Values rating
decision making

Design concept
brainstorming Scenario/storyboard

User test

Develop
user portraits

Prototype

Preparation

Information

Social interaction

Day of the match Before the kick-off 1st half After the matchGoal! Half-time break 2nd half

Receive reminder

Contact friends

Configure enhanced view

Check fan commends

Post/share
commends

Catch up missed moments

Set-up
environment

Enjoy the gathering

Check the summary

Share
enthusiasm

Check real-time
league standing

Create/check/vote on polls

Receive the next
match information

Celebrating call/text

After-match information

Get match information

Celebrating call/text

Break countdown

Preapre snacks\
drinks\dinner

Partying\
beeping

Match information

Go to know Access footzon Join footzon Contact cust.supportWatch the match

Add/edit
program

Report technical 
problems Unsubsribe

 Access
Interactive Timeline

Display
Interactive Timeline

Browse
Interactive Timeline

Choose a
 Moment

Display the
selected Moment

Retrives Timeline
Information

Retrieves video stream
for a specific Moment

 Use Case          Customer Goal
 #1, #6 Seeing/Selecting Important Moments   See a specific moment of the match

 Access
interactive timeline

Display
interactive timeline

Browse
interactive timeline

Choose a
 moment

Display the
selected moment

Retrives timeline
information

Retrieves video stream
for a specific moment

Interaction line

Visibility line

Use case

Heat-map trace Interact with fans
Interact with

firends

Classification 
board update

Virtual social
gathering

Mobile service
(outdoor)

Players’ name
tags

Personal 
commentary 

channel

Loudest
fans

Commentary
service

Interact with 
the audience 

in the stadium

Trace important
moments

Team channel 
customization

Votes on 
questions

Real-time
statistics

Team/match
pay-per-view

Memory keeping/
triggering

Travel
package

Party
places

View other
games

Break information
(half time)

Experience
shargin

Home fans video
sharing

Game strategy
perspectives

W W
Item name Bine M Leo Gui Jua Ko Jan Aug Mar Tia Phi Jak

6
Interact with fans 10 198 20 14 3 6 7 11 13 19 23 3
Interact with friends 3 156 18 9 4 1 10 3 1 18 9 25
Classification board update 6 164 12 6 1 10 6 15 5 14 10 13
Virtual social gathering 17 235 24 21 25 7 12 5 12 17 16 23
Mobile service (outdoor) 26 318 27 25 14 5 2 27 20 22 30 28
Players’ names tags 20 265 28 19 18 12 17 16 21 29 19 7
My own commentary channel 29 343 15 28 13 30 23 24 28 27 18 30
Loudest fans 28 325 17 23 29 29 30 30 16 30 13 4
Commentary servcie 11 199 1 2 20 8 22 23 22 10 11 5
Interact with the stadium 25 312 6 29 30 22 15 26 26 28 2 21
Trace important moment 13 212 8 8 24 18 14 25 27 3 24 1
Team channel custumization 5 163 3 4 6 9 25 2 17 12 20 24
Votes on questions 15 231 4 12 21 23 21 7 11 13 17 12
Rating statistics 12 204 22 13 12 24 13 19 24 1 6 10
Team/match pay-per-view 1 81 2 1 7 11 4 1 19 7 4 8
Memory keeping/triggering 30 346 9 27 26 25 27 21 15 21 25 27
Travel package 21 267 25 26 9 15 20 6 2 26 3 26
Party places 14 230 23 16 10 14 3 4 14 20 27 16
View other games 4 159 16 10 8 19 5 14 7 4 28 9
Break information 2 142 7 7 23 2 8 9 3 25 1 14
Experience sharing 19 263 19 30 2 13 11 12 4 24 26 22
Home fan video cheering 23 269 13 22 17 26 28 8 10 16 14 17
Soccerpedia 27 323 30 20 28 28 29 28 8 15 22 20
Summary of match 7 164 29 5 5 3 18 18 29 2 15 2
Player statistics 8 185 26 3 11 16 19 20 18 6 8 11
Home service 24 292 21 24 15 4 1 10 9 23 29 29

SNAISRater ZSE

360◦

360◦

360◦ 360◦

360◦
360◦

360◦

360◦

i

i

i
i

i

i

i

i

i

ii

i

#1, #6 seeing/selecting important moments 
Customer goal
See a specific moment of the match

Fans
(other soccer supporters)

- Walk around(while the game 
becomes too exciting)

- Watch the game 
- Drink/eat/smoke

Primary supporters

- Watch the game
 - Order foods/drinks

Peddler
- Sell memorabilia(e.g. scarves and socks) 
- Sell merchandise(e.g. vuvuzela)

Bar staff

- Keep the environment clean
- Deal with orders/bills
- Talk with adept customers
- Serve drinks/foods

- Control TV channels  

(not interested in the match)
- Order foods/drinks 
- Drink/eat/smoke

- Chat

Mobile phone
- Check the summary of the match
- Check scores
- Receive message from some apps

(if a certain team scores)

(not present)
- Concern about the match
(at home/bars/the stadium)

Discuss the match(e.g. penalty, referee
decisions, strategies, players’ performance)

Can’t use TV remote control 

TV
- News(e.g. intereviews)
- Match

Mobile phone

Block customers’ vision and
interrupt the game watching

Serve foods and
clean up the table

Ask questions about the
current situation, referee’s 
decision and the score, etc.

Discuss strategies

Celebrate
together

Check scores and standings

Watch the match

Try to sell stuff

Discussd supported
teams/players

- People may move to another table
to join a group who supports the
same team

- Jersey/scarf is a clear social identity
to declare which team one supports

Send/receive messages/calls and celebrate
while the team scores or after the team wins

Drinks Chat with adept customers 
(if they come to the bar alone)

Celebrate together

Buy drinks

Be annoying, interrupt
people watching the game 

Watch the match

Block customers’ vision and
interrup their game watching

Remote control

Control TV channel/adjust
volume and screen ratio

- Not sure which apps to download and aware
of their poor UIs or bugs 

- Apps show the new score before it plays on TV 
- Can’t get online if the bar doesn’t provides wifi

- Drink/eat/smoke
- Chat 

Friends/relativesFriends/relatives

Snacks, drinks

Primary
supporters

Potential
supporters

Social-oriented
participants

Football fan
community

- Cheer for teams/players and live up the atmospherer. 
- Have specific activities, eg. audience wave and party.
- Share opinions on-line or in public space, eg. bar.

Environment
provider

- Chat
- Football fans sometimes need to 
  explain rules to portential 
  supporters during the games.

Serve drinks, snacks and provide environments.

Motives
- Understand others’ interests
- Have chat topics
- Take part in a social gathering

Motives
- Enjoy exciting competition
- Release work stress
- Care about the performance of favorite teams/players
- Meet more football fans

Motives
- Satisfy customers 
- Attract more customers
- Participate in/share experience

Motives
- Be involved in the lively atmosphere 
- Enjoy social gathering
- Get conversation topics 
- Care about family members/friends’ interests

Football fans sometimes feel annoyed, since the other 
participans do not actually pay attention to the competition.

Figure 5: The uses of personas in the service design process (red dots).

(which is mainly accessible from magazines, newspaper ad-
vertisements, and yellow pages). However, the custom is
still inherited, which means that within the predictable
future, this young generation will grow to become the target
audience of the tea ceremony. In other words, if service
designers can identify this potential user group and provide
information on the right platform, it is possible to support

this cultural inheritance and bridge the gap of media usage
among different generations.

In the case study of teenagers’ social activities, we found
that although teenagers are willing to be active users of tech-
nology in their pursuit of new friends, their available modes
of communication are often limited by their economic status.
As teenagers generally have limited financial resources, most
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IT products and media producers are unwilling to develop
services for them. However, the older teenagers will see
great improvements in their personal economy in only one
or two years, and their great interest and reliance on the
Internet will make them the target audience of smart phones,
tablets, and other IT products in the near future. This
type of information, predicting future audiences, is basic in
marketing, but it is often overlooked in design research.

Different from most work in adaptive system develop-
ment [15], we consider age and IT consumption to be
dynamic attributes for user portraits. Traditional systems
normally serve a specific type of users. For instance, most
educational applications target a user group in a narrowed
age range. However, for lifelong learning networks, large-
scale services, and games with social purposes, the goal is
to satisfy a large, diverse audience with long-run usage.
Much work has highlighted several dynamic variables in
development of technology enhanced learning systems and
adaptive games, such as learners’ knowledge space, skills,
and capabilities [16, 90, 91]. However, we argue that
user portraits, profiles, and models should also reflect
how people’s hypermedia experience, interests, and social
behavior change with demographic transitions. Therefore,
design research needs to consider predictable shifts in age,
lifestyle, economic status, and IT consumption. To capture
the dynamic information, surveys, self-documents, and focus
groups can provide effective results.

4.2. Static User Information. More permanent and static
information, including individuals’ preferences, attitudes,
and values, has been highlighted in some work of developing
personas and user models [11, 14, 17, 28]. However, higher-
level information such as norms, interpersonal relationships,
and sociocultural backgrounds, are generally ignored in IT
development.

According to multilevel social activity models and flow
models of all the case studies, participants in a certain activity
can have very similar behaviors, but their concerns, attitudes,
and motives may still differ greatly. For instance, in the case
study of football watching, we identified that participants’
requirements and underlying motives varied, including seek-
ing high-quality watching experiences (primary supporters),
seeking detailed information (primary supporters), wanting
to discuss the game with others, and enjoying each others’
company (potential supporters). However, customer journey
maps [92], which are used to describe an activity route of
a user and to plan different touch points that characterize
user’s interactions within the service, cannot reveal such
diversity of users’ underlying motives and purposes of the
activity. Moreover, due to lack of notation of different user
types (e.g., differences in technology use), these models
cannot fully support development teams when deciding
suitable platforms (e.g., touch points and channels in service
design). On the basis of our data gathered through multiple
methods, we consider that the customer journey map has to
be extended into an activity journey map (Figure 6), to reflect
users’ differing expectations. The map contains three types
of customer journeys, representing different users’ types and

their requirements. The awareness of the differences allows
designers to develop reflective and reasonable scenarios and
also helps development team prioritize use cases, decide
appropriate platforms (channels), and plan user testing.

In addition, understanding of high-level information
such as values, attitudes, and sociocultural background is
easily taken for granted and therefore ignored in design
research. Mulwa et al. [91] have listed twenty-one different
user features for developing adaptive educational systems in
the literature from 1996 to 2008, but none of these variables
reflects values, social behaviors, and activity contexts. Most
user experience design and HCI research methods can reveal
detailed usage situations and users’ cognitive characteristics,
but have difficulty identifying meanings and norms behind
activities. For instance, teenagers’ friend-making processes
on the Internet still follow the cultural manners that apply
in their daily life. Additionally, in the case study of tea
ceremonies some participants considered the ceremony to be
part of East Asian culture and feel responsible to maintain
this tradition.

4.3. Identify Invisible Users and Portray Users. On the basis of
the studies of different social activities in different countries,
we have discussed the strengths and weaknesses of different
research methods. To better support rapid design research in
most IT development, common user-centered design meth-
ods and frameworks provide a cheaper and more efficient
way to account for the behaviors and interests of target
users. However, in design for supporting communication,
social purpose, and larger-scale services, we recommend to
apply multiple research methods to gain deeper insights into
the contexts and to identify potential and invisible users.
Therefore, we propose the following process.

(1) Focus on a certain activity: as a pilot study, research-
ers can choose a representative activity and apply
common context-, user-, or usage-centered research
methods to capture events in great detail. In this
stage, people who actually participated in the activity,
objects, media, environmental circumstances, and
interactions are identified.

(2) Extend the context: the goal of this stage is to
identify the flow of information and find the social
network that is related to the activity in the pilot
study. Through an iterative process, researchers can
identify how both central and peripheral events and
people are connected with each other and associated
with the main activity. To avoid missing important
details, we suggest applying long-term ethnographic
approaches, such as interviews, shadowing, behavior
tracing, and self-documents.

(3) Recognize participants: in this stage, all people’s
goals, roles, interests, and participation in the target
activity should be clarified. This information can help
researchers to further distinguish different user types
and identify potential users.

(4) Selection and focus: a workshop or a focus group in
this stage can help development teams decide which
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types of users should become the target audience
and to set clear priorities for design development.
Once the user types are selected, surveys and in-
depth interviews can be used to capture in-depth
information about these selected users.

To make the research results serve the same purpose
as user models and personas, both dynamic and static
information need to be highlighted while portraying the
users. First, the portrait (it can be presented as a model or a
document) should contain basic demographic information,
such as gender, interests, and preferences. However, different
from normal user profiling, we highly recommend that
researchers also include dynamic user attributes that help
predict how users’ behaviors will change with shifts in their
demographic data. For example, predictable increases in
income are associated with transitions from a teenage life to
maturity and result in changes in IT consumption and use.
The second type, static information, is about higher-level
concerns, including users’ attitudes, motives, beliefs, and
their sociocultural background. As mentioned above, this
information is permanent and can enrich design solutions
and can help evaluate designs in different phases of design
cycles and in different projects.

5. Discussion

Through contextual design flow modeling, multilevel social
activity modeling, and traditional ethnographic techniques,
we have shown that there are different types of invisible users,
who are involved in social activities, but are neither direct
product users nor customers. In the case of a tea ceremony,
the young generation, who has inherited tea-drinking habits
from their parents, is not considered as a target audience of
the traditional tea industry and can only access very limited

information. In the case of football watching, potential
supporters represent a large group of people who participate
in the activities regularly because their children, parents,
friends, or colleagues are football fans, and they are willing
to share these interests. However, most entertainment and
media companies have only considered providing services
for football fans. On the basis of what we learn from the
three studies, it is argued that discovering all user types and
presenting static and dynamic user portraits will bring many
long-term benefits for systems and services.

(i) Identify potential users: in the three cases, we have
shown that extending the research scope can help
gain the necessary understanding of complex social
interactions and social contexts and discover poten-
tial and indirect end users. We consider this to
be significant understanding for serious games and
technology enhanced education systems.

(ii) Support diverse and large user groups: development
teams can predict new needs and expectations of
future target audiences by identifying predictable
changes in users’ IT-product usage and economic sta-
tus. Furthermore, identifying user types and motives
can help designers propose more reasonable design
solutions, satisfy users’ different needs, and develop
more adaptive systems.

(iii) Support multiple projects: compared to the out-
puts of usability and activity research, sociocultural
information such as attitudes, values, and norms
is more permanent in time and is valid across
different media and physical spaces. Therefore, this
type of knowledge can continuously be reused and
reapplied in different projects. For instance, both the
first and second studies have shown people’s daily
life and online activities are driven by norms and
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sociocultural values, which can always be considered
in social media development.

As discussed in Section 2, most design research frame-
works developed in HCI and related IT development
generally do not focus on identifying user types or por-
traying users with the important dynamic and permanent
attributes highlighted in the previous section. The design
case studies have shown that ethnographic approaches,
in-depth interviews, flow modeling, and multilevel social
activity modeling can help development teams gain deeper
insights, but that these methods are also time consuming
and may require highly experienced researchers. Complex
social media, service, and serious games development is
challenging due to involving diverse user types, uncertain
activity goals, and complex social interactions. Therefore,
we argue that more comprehensive design research with
a broader scope is needed to gain deeper insights, which
can continue benefiting different phases in an iterative
design cycle and help develop more adaptive and thoughtful
systems.

6. Conclusion

Traditional user modeling mainly focuses on human-
computer interaction. Although the traditional models
reveal detailed information of the ways that people interact
with systems, they are incapable of capturing many factors
and contexts critical to design for social interaction, adaptive
systems, and serious games. Personas, on the other hand, rep-
resent rich information about users’ lifestyles and attitudes
and bring various benefits to design practices. However,
there is little consensus regarding suitable methodology for
how to develop reliable and representative personas. Both
user modeling and personas narrow down their audience
groups by overlooking activity contexts. User modeling only
focuses on direct users of systems, and personas mainly
represent target consumers, rather than describing the many
participants involved in the activities.

In this research, we compare the strengths and weak-
nesses of different design and research methods. We, first,
present additional types of user information that were gained
through application of multiple research methods. Second,
we discuss the benefits of having this information in a design
process, including being able to identify invisible users,
increase awareness of different user types, and develop more
informative and representative user portraits. We also suggest
suitable research methods in each project phase and list the
important information needed to develop user portraits. In
addition, we provide many examples through our cases to
illustrate how the knowledge of user types can be applied
in a design process, in particular in the development of
large-scale services, adaptive systems, and serious games. We
are aware that the cost of applying long-term ethnographic
approaches and multiple modeling strategies to gain these
insights is high. However, following scientific approaches
can contribute high-quality and reliable user portraits with
significant dynamic and static user information, which can
later be reused and reapplied in different future projects.
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